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Abstract. With the increasing popularity of mobile web, social net-
working services (SNSs) are an integral part of our everyday lives, since
they are used for communicating with friends, for gaining information
on other people or some items of interest, and even for business profits.
Social network information is incorporated into recommender systems to
improve their performance, but most of existing work is focused on user-
centric cases in which items or venues are recommended for users. On
the other hand, brands are also important social objects. For instance,
in Foursquare, which is a location-based online SNS, brands provide in-
formation on venues and share the tips with their followers. Thus, it is
important to recommend venues for brands so that brands select interest-
ing venues for their followers, leading to brand-centric recommendation
where the targets for recommendation are brands (not users). In con-
trast to user-centric recommendation, brands have few social links to
other brands, so trust between brands is difficult to use. In this paper we
present a method for brand-centric recommendation where inter-brand
similarities are implicitly determined by decomposing a brand-follower
matrix. This social information on inter-brand similarity is incorporated
into probabilistic matrix factorization to reveal brand latent factors as
well as venue latent factors. Experiments on the dataset collected from
Foursquare (by web crawling) demonstrate that our method improves
the recommendation performance over existing matrix factorizations.
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1 Introduction

As social network services have been widely used, there emerged diverse types
of users. Brands, communities and celebrities started to use social networking
services and their proportions are becoming large. Brands can be corporations,
chain-stores, online services, famous TV-series or others. Users follow interesting
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brands and get related information. For example, in Foursquare1, a location-
based online social network application, brands give tips on venues and followers
check the places and tips. Online dating sites present good restaurants or shop-
ping sites shows great places to buy clothes. Also, in Facebook2, brands such
as famous TV-series or movies update famous quotes everyday or advertise re-
lated events. It is time that brands need to extend their stage to online world to
sell their products and increase brand value. For brands to effectively get pop-
ular, there needs recommender system which predicts their followers’ interests,
brand-centric recommendation.

Matrix factorization is a method for seeking a low-rank latent structure of
data, approximating the data matrix as a product of two or more factor matri-
ces. Matrix factorization is popular for collaborative prediction, where unknown
ratings are predicted by user and item factor matrices which are determined
to approximate a user-item matrix as their product [1–3]. Various methods for
trust-aware recommendation have been developed to predict ratings of users
while taking rating values of friends as an independent source of information [4,
5]. However, existing methods cannot be directly applied to brand-centric rec-
ommendation because brands have a few social links with other brands. The
goal of brands is to attract many people and advertise to them, not to so-
cialize with other brands. Thus, we infer inter-brand similarities implicitly by
decomposing brand-follower matrix constructed from a social network of brands
and their followers. Then, we incorporate these inter-brand similarities into the
trust-exploited matrix factorization method [5]. Experiments on the Foursquare
dataset (by web crawling) demonstrate that our method improves the recom-
mendation performance over existing matrix factorizations.

2 Method

Denote by B, V, F, a set ofN brands, a set ofM venues, and a set of P followers of
brands, respectively. The brand-follower matrix Y is a binary matrix, in which
entries Yi,j = 1 implies brand i is followed by user j and otherwise Yi,j = 0.
Entries Xi,j of the brand-venue rating matrix represents the rating value on
venue j by brand i. Our method consists of two steps:

1. We compute inter-brand similarities {Ti,k}, inferring latent matrices B and
F which approximates the the brand-follower matrix Y ∈ RN×P (see Fig. 1
(a)).

2. We then learn a weighted low-rank approximation of the brand-venue ma-
trix X, decomposing it as X = U>V with U regularized by inter-brand
similarities, as shown in Fig. 1 (b).

Prediction of the rating value on a venue by a brand is to fill in missing entries
of the brand-venue matrix X. This is done by the reconstruction U>V .

1 www.foursquare.com
2 www.facebook.com
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Fig. 1. Graphical representations for matrix factorizations for: (a) brand-follower ma-
trix; (b) brand-venue matrix with inter-brand similarities.

2.1 Inter-Brand Similarity

We calculate inter-brand similarities {Ti,k}, approximating the brand-follower

matrix Y ∈ RN×P as Y = B>F , where B = [b1, . . . , bN ] ∈ RK×N is the
brand-specific latent matrix and F = [f1, . . . ,fP ] ∈ RK×P is the follower-
specific latent matrix. Graphical representation for this factorization model is
shown in Fig. 1 (a), where the probability of observing the brand-follower matrix
Y conditioned on latent matrices B and F is given by

p(Y |B,F , σ2
Y ) =

N∏
i=1

P∏
j=1

[
N (Yi,j |b>i f j , σ2

Y )
]OY

i,j

, (1)

where N (y|µy, σ2
y) denotes Gaussian distribution with mean µy and variance σ2

y,

and {OYi,j} are indicators to specify observed entries of Y , i.e., OYi,j = 1 when

Yi,j is observed and otherwise OYi,j = 0. We place zero-mean spherical Gaussian
priors on B and F :

p(B|σ2
B) =

N∏
i=1

N (bi|0, σ2
BI), (2)

p(F |σ2
F ) =

P∏
j=1

N (f j |0, σ2
F I), (3)

where I is the identity matrix. As in probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF)
[6], we compute MAP estimates of B and F . To this end, we consider the log of
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the posterior distribution over B and F :

log p(B,F |Y ) ∝ − 1

2σ2
Y

N∑
i=1

P∑
j=1

OYi,j(Yi,j − b>i f j)
2 − 1

2σ2
B

N∑
i=1

‖bi‖2

− 1

2σ2
F

P∑
j=1

‖f j‖2, (4)

where ‖ · ‖ represents Euclidean norm. Then we calculate binary inter-brand
similarities Ti,k in accordance with cosine-similarities between MAP estimates
of brand-specific latent vectors bi and bk, given a threshold value t, i.e.,

Ti,k =

{
1 if cos(bi, bk) ≥ t,
0 otherwise.

(5)

2.2 Matrix Factorization Regularized by Inter-Brand Similarity

We decompose brand-venue matrix X decomposed as X = U>V , as shown in
Fig. 1 (b), where inter-brand similarities are incorporated using the relation

ui =

∑
k∈Ωi

Ti,kuk∑
k∈Ωi

Ti,k
,

where Ωi is the set of brands which are related to brand i. Our regularized matrix
factorization was motivated by [5, 7], where social network information among
users is incorporated into decomposing a user-rating matrix. We normalize each
row of the inter-brand similarity T such that

∑N
j=1 Ti,j = 1. Then we have

ui =
∑
k∈Ωi

Ti,kuk. (6)

The joint distribution over X, U , and V is given by

p(X,U ,V ) = p(X|U ,V )p(U |T )p(U)p(V ), (7)

where the probability of observing Xi,j conditioned on ui and vj is described
by

p(X|U ,V , σ2
X) =

N∏
i=1

M∏
j=1

[
N (Xi,j |u>i vj , σ2

X)
]OX

i,j , (8)

where OXi,j = 1 when Xi,j is observed and otherwise OXi,j = 0. We place zero-
mean Gaussian priors on both U and V :

p(U |σ2
U ) =

N∏
i=1

N (ui|0, σ2
UI), (9)

p(V |σ2
V ) =

M∏
j=1

N (vj |0, σ2
V I). (10)
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The conditional distribution over brand-specific latent matrix U given its direct
neighbors is

p(U |T ) =

N∏
i=1

N (ui|
∑
k∈Ωi

Ti,kuk, σ
2
T I). (11)

With this parametrization, the log of the posterior distribution over U and V
is given by

log p(U ,V |X) ∝ − 1

2σ2
X

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

OXi,j(Xi,j − u>i vj)
2 − 1

2σ2
T

N∑
i=1

‖ui −
∑
k∈Ωi

Ti,kuk‖2

− 1

2σ2
U

N∑
i=1

‖ui‖2 −
1

2σ2
V

M∑
j=1

‖vj‖2, (12)

leading to the following objective function

J =

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

OXi,j(Xi,j − u>i vj)
2 + λT

N∑
i=1

‖ui −
∑
k∈Ωi

Ti,kuk‖2

+ λU

N∑
i=1

‖ui‖2 + λV

M∑
j=1

‖vj‖2, (13)

where λT = σ2
X/σ

2
T , λU = σ2

X/σ
2
U , λV = σ2

X/σ
2
V . We use stochastic coordinate

descent to determine U and V which mimimize (13).

3 Experiments

3.1 Foursquare Dataset Description

We constructed ’Foursquare Dataset’ crawled from Foursquare which is a location-
based social networking website launched in 2009. Users access Foursquare through
mobile devices and check-in at places. Users also write tips about venues which
serve as suggestions for great things to do, see or eat at the venue. They create
to-do lists and add interesting venues to visit or tips to follow next time. Users
can follow others or have reciprocal relationships with others. There are three
types of users: brand, celebrity and user. Brand is a type of users for corpora-
tions, chain-stores, online-services and other communities. Celebrity is for TV
stars, singers or people with more than 1000 friends. User is a people who uses
the service for information on interesting venues and communication with their
friends. For our dataset, we crawled all brands in Foursquare and their follow-
ers. We also crawled the venues where the brands have given tips on. Each tip
provides the number of people who added the tips to their to-do list, todo count,
and the number of people who followed the tips, done count.
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Table 1 shows the statistics of the dataset in the left panel, in which the
number of brands, venues, followers, tips by brands, and links that relate users
to brands, is shown. To avoid the sparsity problem, we considered brands which
have given tips on at least two venues and venues which have at least two tips.
The right panel in Table 1 shows the distributions of the dataset. A brand gave
tips on 8 venues on average and 147 venues at maximum. Minimum number of
followers of a brand is 9, average number is 315 and maximum number is 499.

Table 1. Description of Foursquare dataset.

number of brands 1832

number of venues 5437

number of followers 35113

number of tips by brands 14739

number of links 577681

Avg. venues of tips 8

Max. venues of tips 147

Min. followers 9

Avg. followers 315

Max. followers 499

The total counts of todo and done can be interpreted as a rating value of a
brand on a venue since high number of counts would imply the popularity of
the venue among followers. For rating matrix X, we transformed the summation
of todo and done counts into ratings on a scale from 1 to 5. Since some brands
might get high number of counts because it is already popular, we need to scale
differently according to brands. We use the method of equal width intervals(EWI)
[8]. Let count(i, j) be the summation of todo and done counts of a tip where a
brand i gave on venue j. Let count(i) be the set of the number of counts of tips
given by brand i. First, EWI computes a step for each brand i as:

stepi =
max(count(i))−min(count(i))

5
. (14)

The rating for brand i on venue j, Xi,j , is set to k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} if,

stepi ∗ (k − 1) <= counti,j −Min(count(i)) < stepi ∗ k. (15)

3.2 Empirical Results

For comparisons, we compare TrustMF with the following methods.

– UserMean: For Xi,j , this recommends average ratings of brand i.

– ItemMean: For Xi,j , this recommends average ratings of venue j.

– PMF : This is probabilistic matrix factorization which trains latent features
based solely on rating matrix X.

The parameters are set as λT = λU = λV = 0.1 and K = 5. The threshold
value for constructing trust network is set to 0.9.
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For the performance measurements, we used RMSE and MAE.

RMSE =

√∑
(i,j)∈Xtest

(Xi,j − X̂i,j)2

|Xtest|
, (16)

MAE =

∑
(i,j)∈Xtest

|Xi,j − X̂i,j |
|Xtest|

, (17)

where Xi,j is true rating value, X̂i,j is predicted value and Xtest is dataset for
test.

For experiments, we prepared two datasets. The Dataset1 has test dataset
of ratings given by cold-start brands and Dataset2 has test dataset from ratings
given by brands who have less than 20 friends from trust network T . Cold-start
brands are those with less than 5 ratings.

Table 2. The RMSE and MAE values on Dataset1

Method RMSE MAE

UserMean 2.0604(15.06%) 1.6470(25.03%)

ItemMean 2.0593(15.01%) 1.6491(25.12%)

PMF 1.8197(3.82%) 1.3149(6.10%)

TrustMF 1.7501(-) 1.2347(-)

Table 2 shows the RMSE and MAE results on Dataset1. It reports that
TrustPMF enhances RMSE and MAE significantly compared to other methods.
TrustMF enhances RMSE of UserMean, ItemMean and PMF by 15.06%, 15.01%
and 3.82% each. Also, it enhances MAE of UserMean, ItemMean and PMF by
25.03%, 25.12% and 6.10% each. The results verify that cold-start brands get
benefit from the trust network. One noticeable point is that MAE, compared
to RMSE, shows more significant improvement. RMSE gets largely affected by
big differences of ratings and tends to ignore small improvements, whereas MAE
takes values of errors with equal weights. Though TrustMF does not significantly
reduce the errors with big gap, it predicts ratings precisely in overall.

Table 3. The RMSE and MAE values on Dataset2

Method RMSE MAE

UserMean 2.0176(37.50%) 1.7074(59.04%)

ItemMean 2.0154(37.44%) 1.7049(58.98%)

PMF 1.2740(1.02%) 0.7450(6.12%)

TrustPMF 1.2609(-) 0.6994(-)

The RMSE and MAE values on Dataset2 are presented in Table 3. Appar-
ently, TrustMF shows significantly accurate results compared to UserMean and
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ItemMean. Compared to PMF, TrustMF enhances RMSE and MAE by 1.02%
and 6.12%. As previously seen in Dataset1, MAE shows more improvement than
RMSE. The results prove that the inferred trust network T helps improve rec-
ommendation accuracies.

4 Conclusions

We have addressed a problem of brand-centric recommendation which is the
first attempt in recommendation systems, to our best knowledge. To this end,
we have developed a method of computing inter-brand similarities where the
brand-follower matrix is decomposed to infer brand-specific latent factors which
are used to calculate inter-brand similarities. These inter-brand similarities are
incorporated into the matrix factorization involving the brand-venue matrix.
Experiments on ’Foursquare Dataset’ confirmed the validity of our method.
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